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Contura 500 Style

Popular favourite with a stylish new suit
With its high quality, classic looks and CO2 neutral burning, Contura's 500 series has
been a favourite in Sweden for many years. Now its successor has arrived, the Contura
500 Style. With cleaner lines and a large glass door it gives a light and modern
impression. It is based on the same Swedish engineering expertise as before, but with
improved functions.
Modern home – or beautiful old summer house. Contura 500 Style is a chameleon and is
available in a range of versions. It is based on the classic Contura 500 series, Sweden’s best selling
stove. The series is appreciated for its characteristics such as combustion technology,
environmentally rated burning and flexible versions. Contura in Markaryd in Småland combines
traditional Swedish engineering skill with modern design and environmental thinking and is the market leader in
the field.
Contura 500 Style blends into most homes thanks to its clean lines. The glass door gives a light
and modern impression and its clean design makes the stove more flexible. Compared to the
classic Contura 500 series the top is thinner, the damper and handle are more integrated in the
stove front and a range of extra functions means that it is easy to personalise the stove. Perhaps
additional convected air from the fan or a hotplate on the top? Generous sidelights mean that the
fire is easily seen from several directions and if one wants to give the fire a lift one can choose to
mount it on a pillar. A new feature that a lot of people will definitely appreciate is that the
handles will no longer get hot which means that it can now be opened without gloves. The top is
available in cast iron, soapstone or glass.
“It is amazing that a stove can be so loved for so many years and still remain contemporary. The Contura 500
series always finds its way into people’s affections and we therefore believe that the Contura 500 Style will find its
place in many more homes in future”, says Phil Wood, UK Sales Director for Contura.
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Contura is the leading manufacturer of stove products on the Swedish market and one of the leading manufacturers in
Europe. Contura is part of Nibe Stoves which is a business area of the stock exchange listed Nibe group, which has 8,000
employees and a turnover of approximately 10 billion SEK.

